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N. Sela and I. Goldhirsch (1998, J. Fluid Mech. 361, 4174) have used the
ChapmanEnskog expansion to derive constitutive relations for the pressure deviator
P, heat flux q, and rate of energy loss 1 for rapid flows of smooth inelastic spheres.
Unfortunately as in the classical ChapmanEnskog expansion for elastic spheres
any truncation of the expansion beyond NavierStokes order (n=1) will possess
unphysical instabilities. This paper uses the method of approximate summation of
the ChapmanEnskog expansion presented by the author (in press, Arch. Rational
Mech. Anal.) to eliminate these instabilities.  2001 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper [12] Sela and Goldhirsch have used the Chapman
Enskog expansion to derive constitutive relations for flows of inelastically
colliding spheres in three dimensions to Burnett order. This was done by
using the relevant Boltzmann equation to recover a double expansion in
both Knudsen number and degree of inelasticity. Their work extended
earlier derivations of constitutive equations by Lun et al. [9], Lun [10],
Jenkins and Richman [68], Boyle and Massondi [2], Goldshtein and
Shapiro [4]. However, to use this expansion to solve initial-boundary
value problems will inevitably present difficulties. This is because built into
the SelaGoldhirsch expansion just as in the classical ChapmanEnskog
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expansion for elastic collisions are truncation instabilities which have no
physical relevance [1]. Building on earlier ideas of Rosenau [11], I have
given in [13] an algorithm for approximately summing the classical
ChapmanEnskog expansion in a manner which (i) agrees with the classi-
cal expansion up to Burnett order and (ii) produces a generalized Clausius
Duhem (entropy) inequality. The purpose of this paper is to apply my
earlier results in [13] to the SelaGoldhirsch expansion and eliminate the
inherent truncation instability in their expansion.
The implimentation of my earlier approximate summation idea to the
SelaGoldhirsch expansion for the pressure deviator P and heat flux q is
straight-forward. No new computations need be done. I simply replace the
SelaGoldhirsch expansions up to Burnett order for P and q, i.e.,
P=+6(1)++26(2),
q=+5(1)++25(2)
by
.(s) P=+6(1)++26(2)++36 (3),
.(s) q=+5(1)++25(2)++35 (3),
where .>0, .(0)=1, .&1 # L1 (&, ), and
s=
+2|2 trS2
2\2%2
+
+2%2 |grad %| 2
2\2%3
,
and 6 (3), 5 (3) are simple super-Burnett order contributions chosen to
deliver desired thermodynamic inequalities. The only question is what
those inequalities should be.
The difficulty in thermodynamic inequalities results from the fact that for
granular flow the Boltzmann formulation does not describe a closed ther-
modynamic system. Specifically the inelastic collisions generate heat which
is lost to the ambient medium (air) which is not accounted for in the
original model. While the total entropy of the ambient air and granular
material will increase there is no reason to expect that the granular entropy
itself will increase. In order to overcome this difficulty I have used two spe-
cial cases of the second law of thermodynamics to check the consistency of
the approximate summation technique. Specifically I have considered two
special cases for the granular flow where external sources are supplied.
These are
(1) isothermal motion where an external heat source is supplied. For
isothermal motion the total mechanical energy subject to no-slip boundary
conditions decreases.
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(2) rigid heat conductor where a body force is imposed to keep
velocity u=0 and density \=constant. For a rigid heat conductor the total
entropy increases.
In Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 I have shown that the approximate summation
of the SelaGoldhirsch expansion satisfies (1) and (2). Remark 3.9 shows
that the original SelaGoldhirsch expansion (.=1) will not satisfy 1 and 2.
The paper is divided into three sections after this Introduction. Section
1 reviews the balance laws of mass, momentum, energy for continuum
mechanics. Section 2 presents the ChapmanEnskog expansion of Sela and
Goldhirsch for pressure deviator P and heat flux q up to n=2 Burnett
order. Section 3 introduces 6 (3), 5 (3) super-Burnett n=3 corrections and
the scalar valued function . which yield the approximate summation of the
ChapmanEnskog expansion. In addition it is shown that the constitutive
relations for P and q are consistent with (1) decrease of mechanical energy
isothermal motion with no-slip boundary condition, (2) increase of entropy
for a rigid heat conductor with insulated boundary conditions.
1. THE FIELD EQUATIONS OF BALANCE
The field equations of balance for continuum fluid dynamics are
\* +\ div u=0 (mass conservation) (1.1)
\u* +grad p+div P=\b (linear momentum conservation) (1.2)
P=PT (rotational momentum conservation) (1.3)
\e* + p div u+P } S+div q=&\1+\r (energy conservation), (1.4)
where
e=&%

%
, ’=&

%
, p=\2

\
. (1.5)
2. THE CHAPMANENSKOG EXPANSION OF
SELA AND GOLDHIRSCH
The ChapmanEnskog expansion of Sela and Goldhirsch for a
monatomic gas of spherical inelastically colliding molecules of diameter d
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and coefficient of normal restitution a, 0<a1, yields the constitutive
relations
e=
%
2
, p=
\%
3
, +=+(%),
=
%
3
log \&
%
2
log %+
%
2
, (2.1)
+(%)=+~ nl%12, +~ =0.3249+0.0576=+0(=2), l=(?\d 2)&1, ==1&a2.
The particle mass has been normalized to one.
In addition the expansion provides representations for the pressure
deviator tensor P and heat flux vector q in terms of a series which may be
ordered via powers of the viscosity + in terms of the total number of space
plus time derivatives. Following the notation of Ferziger and Kaper [3] we
record
P=P(1)+P(2)+ } } } , (2.2)
q=q(1)+q(2)+ } } } , (2.3)
where the expressions for P(1), P(2), q(1), q(2) are (modulo the introduction
of a scalar function . which will be discussed momentarily)
.P(1)=&2+S, (2.4)
.q(1)=&+M grad %&
*+%
+~
grad(log \), (2.5)
M=k +~ , k =0.401+0.107=+0(=2), *=0.211=+0(=2),
.P(2)=|1
+2
p
(div u) S
+|2
+2
p {S4 &LS&SLT+
2
3
tr(LS) I=
+|3
+2
\% {grad2 %&
1
3
2%I=
+|4
+2
\p% {
1
2
grad pgrad %
+
1
2
grad %grad p&
1
3
grad p } grad %I=
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+|5
+2
\%2 {grad %grad %&
1
3
|grad %|2 I=
+|6
+2
p {S2&
1
3
tr(S2) I= , (2.6)
.q(2) =%1
+2
\%
(div u) grad %
+%2
+2
\%
((grad %) v &L grad %)
+%3
+2
p\
(S grad p)
+%4
+2
\
. div \S.++%5
+2
\%
S grad %, (2.7)
1 =
$
l
%32+\~ 1=l%12tr(L2)+\~ 2
=l
%12
|grad %|2
+
\~ 3=l
\%12
grad (\%) } grad %+\~ 4=l%12 2%. (2.8)
In both the classical ChapmanEnskog expansion and SelaGoldhirsch
expansion the function . is identically one.
The coefficients +1 , ..., |6 , %1 , ..., %5 are constants but not independent
and are (see [12])
|1r1.2845 %1 r1.2291
|2r0.6422 %2 r0.6146
|3r0.2552 %3 r0.3262
|4r0.0719 %4 r0.2552
|5r0.0231 %5 r2.6555
|6r2.3510. (2.9)
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Notice the relations are a special case of the universal formulas derived by
Truesdell and Muncaster [14]:
|3=%4 ,
%1=
2
3 \
7
2
&
+$(%)
+(%)
%+ %2&13 %
%2
%
,
|1=
2
3 \
7
2
&
+$(%)
+(%)
%+ |2&13 %
|2
%
.
Hence since +$(%) %+(%)= 12 we have
|3=%4 ,
%1=2%2 , (2.10)
|1=2|2 ,
which is consistent with (2.9).
Also we recall from [12] that
$ =\ 1627?+ =&0.0112=2, \~ 1=0.1338,
(2.11)
\~ 2=0.2444, \~ 3=0.0834, \~ 4=0.0692.
In this paper we shall assume that in addition to (2.10) the following
relations hold
%3+|3+|4=0,
%5=% 5+
+$(%) %
+(%)
|3 ,
(2.12)
|3>0, %2>0
% 5>0, % 5 a constant.
Again all these relations are consistent with (2.9). Also since the relation
+$(%) %+(%)= 12 is not crucial to the results derived here I have left the
general term +$(%) %+(%) in all calculations.
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3. INTRODUCTION OF A SUPER-BURNETT CONTRIBUTION
AND THE CLAUSIUSDUHEM INEQUALITY
We now assume a special form for the terms P(3), q(3) in the generalized
rational approximation of P, q. Specifically we set
.P(3)=&{|^2 trS
2
p2
+|^3
| grad %| 2
\2%3 = (2+3S)
&
+2#^1
p% \%4 +
2%
3
div u+ S, (3.1)
.q(3)=&{%
 2 trS2
p2
+
% 3 |grad %| 2
\2%3 = +3M grad %
&
+2* 1
\%2 \%4 +
2%
3
div u+ grad %, (3.2)
where ., |^2 , % 2 , #^1 , * 1 are as yet undetermined scalars. Notice that the
energy balance relation (1.4) shows that formally the quantity %4 + 2%3 div u
is O(+) as +  0+ hence justifying the inclusion of the second terms in the
above choices of P(3), q(3) at the super-Burnett O(+3) level. We implicitly
assume +>>= so that 1 is also O(+) as +  0. (In fact the role of these
two terms is to undo the adiabatic approximation %4 + 2%3 div u=O(+) as
+  0 that is made in the classical derivation of P(2), q(2); specifically %4 in
P(2), q(2) is replaced by &2%3 div u in the classic ChapmanEnskog deriva-
tion.)
Lemma 3.1.
div \|3+
2S grad %
\%2. +=
2|3 +$(%) +(%)
\%2.
tr(S grad % grad %)
&
+2|3 tr
\2%3.
(S grad \% grad %)
+
+2|3
\%2.
tr(S grad2%)+
+2|3
\%2
div \S.+ } grad %
+
+2
\%2. \&
|3
% + tr(S grad % grad %). (3.3)
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Proof. The proof is via a direct computation and is given in [13].
Lemma 3.2.
tr(P(2)S)
%
+
q(2) } grad %
%2
=
\
. \
|2+2trS2
2\2%2 +
v
+
\
. \
%2+2 |grad %|2
2\2%3 +
v
&\+|2 %+$(%)+(%) &|2+\%4 +
2
3
% div u+ +
2trS2
\%3.
+
(|6&2|2) +2trS3
\%2.
&\+%2% +$(%)+(%) &
3
2
%2 +\%4 +23 % div u+
+2 |grad %| 2
\%4.
+
(% 5&%2+|3&(+$(%)+(%)) %|3+|5) +2tr(S grad % grad %)
\%3.
+div \|3+
2S grad %
\%2. + . (3.4)
Proof. The proof is accomplished by directly computing tr(P(2)S)+
q(2) } grad % from (2.6), (2.7) and combining the five terms that appear on
the right-hand side of (3.3) into the single term on left-hand side of (3.3).
Notice that the right-hand side of (3.4) has two terms with factor %4 + 23%
div u plus two indeterminate quantities
(|6&2|2) +2trS3
\%2.
,
(% 5&%2+|3&(+$(%)+(%)) %|3+|5) +2tr(S grad % grad %)
\%3.
.
Addition of P(3), q(3) to P(1), P(2), q(1), q(2) respectively will eliminate the
spurious %4 + 2%3 div u terms arising from the adiabatic approximation in the
classical ChapmanEnskog expansion and will aid in providing a preferred
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sign to sums involving the previous indeterminate forms. This information
is quantified in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Set P=P(1)+P(2)+P(3), q=q(1)+q(2)+q(3) where
(i) P(1), P(2), P(3), q(1), q(2), q(3)
are given by (2.4)(2.7), (3.1)(3.2),
(ii) * 1=&%2%
+$(%)
+(%)
+
3
2
%2 ,
#^1=&|2 %
+$(%)
+(%)
+|2 , (3.5)
in (3.1)(3.2). Then the following equality holds:
tr(PS)
%
+
q } grad %
%2
=&
2+
%.
trS2&
+M |grad %|2
%2.
+
\
. \
|2 +2trS2
2\2%2 +
v
+
\
. \
%2+2 |grad %|2
2\2%3 +
v
+
(|6&2|2) +2trS3
\%3.
+
(% 5&%2&|5 (+$(%)+(%)) %|3+|3) +2tr(S grad % grad %)
\%3.
&{|^2 trS
2
\%.
+
|^3 |grad %|2
\2%2. =
2+3tr(S2)
%
&{%
 2 trS2
\2%2.
+
% 3 |grad %|2
\2%2. =
+3 |grad %|2
%2
+div \|3 +
2S grad %
\%2. +&
*+%
+~ .
grad(log \) } grad %. (3.6)
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Proof. Once again the proof is a direct computation: simply use
Lemma 3.2 and note that choice of * 1 , #^1 given by (3.5) eliminates terms
with the spurious %4 + 23% div u factor.
At this point we specify the scalar denominator . in our rational
approximation scheme.
Definition. For .>0, 1. # L
1 (&, ), .(0)=1, define (s) to be
(s)=|
s
&
.&1 ({) d{, (3.7)
where
s=
+2|2 trS2
2\2%2
+
+2%2 |grad %| 2
2\2%3
. (3.8)
Note  is monotone increasing, positive valued, bounded from above and
below, and
(s) v =
s*
.
.
Theorem 3.4. For P=P(1)+P(2)+P(3), q=q(1)+q(2)+q(3) given by
(2.4)(2.7), (3.1)(3.2), P, q agree with the SelaGoldhirsch expansion
(.=1) to an error of O(+3) as +  0+.
Proof. Expansion of . in powers of + shows the first discrepancy to the
SelaGoldhirsch expansion occurs at super Burnett O(+3) order.
Now use Lemma 3.3 to obtain
Lemma 3.5. We have
tr(PS)
%
+
q } grad %
%2
&\(s) v &div \|3+
2S grad %
\%2. +
=&
2+trS2
%.
&
+ |grad %|2
%2.
+
(|6&2|2) +2trS3
\%2.
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+
(% 5&%2+|3&|5&+$(%) %|3 +(%)) +2tr(S grad %grad %)
\%3.
&{|^2 trS
2
\2%2.
+
|^3 |grad %|2
\2%3. =
2+3trS2
%
&{%
 2 trS2
\2%2.
+
% 3 |grad %|2
\2%3. =
+3 |grad %| 2
%2
&
*+%
+~
grad(log \) } grad %.
(3.9)
We may estimate the right-hand side of (3.9) via use of the Cayley
Hamilton theorem and the CauchySchwarz inequality. We do this by
noting the CauchySchwarz inequality implies
|trS3|(trS2)12 (trS4)12 (3.10)
and from the CayleyHamilton theorem
&S3+I1 S2&I2 S+I3I=0,
where
I1=&trS, I2= 12 [(trS)
2&trS2], I3= det S.
Since trS=0 we have
&S3+( 12 trS
2) S+det S I=0 (3.11)
and hence &trS3+3 det S=0 which implies
S3= 12 (trS
2) S+ 13 (trS
3) I
and
S4= 12 (trS
2) S2+ 13 (trS
3) S.
This in turn gives
trS4= 12 (trS
2)2
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which by (3.11) yields
|trS3|
1
- 2
(trS2)32. (3.12)
If we now majorize (3.9) via use of the CauchySchwarz inequality and
(3.12) we find the right side may be majorized by a quadratic form in
(trS2%)12, trS2\%32, |grad %|%, |grad %|2\%52, i.e., we have
Lemma 3.6. We have
tr(PS)
%
+
q } grad %
%2
&\(s) v &div \|3+
2S grad %
\%2. +
&2+
trS2
%.
&
+ |grad %|2
%2.
+
||6&2|2 | +2
- 2\%2.
(trS2)32
+
|% 5&%2+|3&|5&+$(%) %|3 +(%)| +2 (trS2)12 |grad %|2
\%3.
&{|^2 trS
3
\2%2.
+
|^3 |grad %|2
\2%3. =
2+3trS2
%
&{%
 2 trS2
\2%2.
+
% 3 |grad %|2
\2%3. =
+3 |grad %| 2
%2
&
*+%
+~ .
grad(log \) } grad %.
If in addition |^3 , % 2>0 then
tr(PS)
%
+
q } grad %
%2
&\(s) v &div \|3+
2S grad %
\%2. +
&
+
.
zT Dz&
*+%
+~ .
grad(log \) } grad % (3.13)
where
z=_\trS
2
% +
12
,
+trS2
\%32
,
|grad %|
%
,
+ |grad %| 2
\%52 & (3.14)
and
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D
=
2
&
||
6
&
2|
2
|
2
-
2
0
&
|
5
+
% 5
&
+$
(%
)
+(
%)
%|
3
+
|
3
&
% 2
2
.
(3
.1
5)
&
||
6
&
2|
2
|
2
-
2
2|^
2
0
0
0
0
M
0
&
|
5
+
% 5
&
+$
(%
)
+(
%)
%|
3
+
|
3
&
% 2
2
0
0
% 3
D is positive definite if |^2>0, % 3>0 are sufficiently large.
Proof. Inequality (3.13) is obtained from (3.9) by application of the
CauchySchwarz inequality and majorizing the negative +3| grad %|2 trS2
terms by zero.
Theorem 3.7 (Isothermal process). Assume r is chosen so that motion
is isothermal with %=constant, b=0. In addition impose the no slip
boundary condition
u=0 on B
where B is a bounded domain in R3. Then mechanical energy is dissipated
and the rest state is an attractor:
d
dt |B \ \
|u|2
2
&(s)+ dV&|B
+zT Dz
.
dV
and
|
t
0
|
B
+zT Dz
.
dVconstant (indep. of t)
where
z=_\trS
2
% +
12
,
+trS2
\%32
, 0, 0& ,
s=
+2|2 trS2
2\2%2
.
Proof. The equations of balance of mass, momentum imply
d
dt |B \ \
|u|2
2
+
%
3+ dV=
d
dt |B \
|u| 2
2
dV=|
B
tr(PS) dV.
Now use (3.13) of Lemma 3.5 to obtain
d
dt | \ \
|u|2
2
&(s)+ dV&| +z
T Dz
.
dV.
Integration on [0, t] implies
|
B
\ \ |u|
2
2
&(s)+ dV | t0+|
t
0
|
B
+zT Dz
.
dV=0
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and hence
|
t
0
|
B
+zT Dz
.
dVconstant (indep. of t)
since
|
B
\(s) dV is bounded
from above and below independent of t.
Remark. The no slip boundary condition is taken for simplicity and is
not necessary. Any boundary condition that yields the first equality in the
proof will suffice.
Theorem 3.8 (Rigid Heat Conductor). Assume the body force b is
chosen so that motion satisfies u=0, \=constant, r=0. In addition
impose the boundary condition
{grad
q
%
} n0
} n0= on B,
where B is a bounded domain in R3. The entropy of the system increases
and the state of thermal equilibrium is an attractor,
d
dt | \ \
log %
2
+(s)+ dV
&|
B
+zT Dz
.
dV+|
B \
$ %12
l
+\\~ 2+\~ 3+\~ 4%32 + |grad %|2+ dV
and
|
t
0
|
B
+zTDz
.
+
$ %12
l
+\\~ 2+\~ 3+\~ 4%32 + |grad %|2 dV
constant (indep. of t). (3.16)
Here
s=
+2%2 |grad %|2
2\2%3
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and
z=_0, 0, |grad %|% ,
+ |grad %| 2
\%52 & .
Proof. The specific entropy is ’=log %2 . Hence the rate of change of
total entropy is
d
dt |B \’dV=
d
dt |B
\ log %
2
dV
=&|
B \
div q
%
+
\1
% + dV
=&|
B \
q } grad %
%2
+
\1
% + dV&|DB
q } n
%
dA
|
B \
+zTDz
.
+
\1
% + dV&|B \(s) v dV,
where we have used Lemma 3.5 (3.13). Hence
d
dt |B \(’+(s)) dV|B \
+zTDz
.
+
\1
% + dV (3.17)
where
z=_0, 0, |grad %|% ,
+ |grad %| 2
\%52 & .
Since
|
B
\1
%
dV=|
B
$ %12
l
+\\~ 2+\~ 3%32 + |grad %|2+
\~ 4=l 2%
%12
=|
B
$ %12
l
+\\~ 2+\~ 3+\~ 4%32 + |grad %|2 dV+|B
\~ 4=l grad % } n
%12
and grad % } n0 on B inequality () is proven. Next note (1.4) implies
that
|
B
\%
2
dV | {=t{=00
since \~ 2+\~ 3&\~ 4>0. Hence B \’ dV is bounded from above. Integration
of (3.17) on [0, t] and the boundedness of (s) from above and below
yields (3.16).
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Remark 3.9. Comparison with the SelaGoldhirsch expansion.
The SelaGoldhirsch expansion to Burnett order for the stress derivator
P, heat flux q, and rate of energy loss 1 are given by (2.4)(2.8) with .=1.
This yields the mechanical energy for the isothermal process of Theorem
3.7 to be
|
B
\ \ |u|
2
2
&s+ dV
with
s=
+2|2 trS2
2\2%2
.
But the mechanical energy is then unbounded from below and the conclu-
sion of Theorem 3.7 will not follow from the argument given, even if D is
positive definite. Similarly for the rigid heat conductor of Theorem 3.8 total
entropy is given by
|
B \
\ log %
2
+s+ dV
with
s=
+2%2 |grad %|2
2\2%3
.
But then the total entropy is unbounded from above and the conclusion of
Theorem 3.8 will not follow from the argument given, even if D is positive
definite.
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